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SINGITA SABI SAND

activities

Daily game drives
Daily game drives with professional Field Guides and 
Trackers provide the perfect opportunity to get up close 
with Africa’s incredible wildlife, with evening drives 
revealing the elusive magic of nocturnal Africa, always 
ending with a perfect sunset. Our game drives are all 
conducted in state-of-the-art safari vehicles, each 
accommodating a maximum of six guests.

Guided safari walks
Walking safaris are an incredible way to experience the 
bush up close. An expert Field Guide and Tracker will 
accompany guests as they track animals on foot through the 
wilderness. Enjoy magnificent landscapes and their beautiful 
plant and animal species from an intimate perspective 
during these awe-inspiring experiences in nature. We 
suggest a minimum age of 16 years for this activity, but 
participation is at the discretion of the Field Guide. 

Bird watching
There is a variety different of bird species at Singita Sabi 
Sand and the area is a bird watcher’s dream. Guests can 
engage with the Field Guides and Trackers at the lodge to 
learn more about the birds in the area.

Wine experiences
Personalised wine tastings enveloped in the unique 
ambience of each lodge’s own temperature-controlled 
cellar are a highlight with guests, connoisseurs and 
casual tasters alike. 

Singita’s experienced sommeliers are able to guide guests 
through a variety of wine styles, vintages and cultivars to 
find the wines best suited to their individual tastes. 

Stargazing 
There is perhaps no more 
transcendent experience 
than looking up at a full sky 
of sparkling stars. With very 
little light pollution and no city 
lights the views of the stars 
are crystal clear.
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Boutique & Gallery 
The Boutique & Gallery spaces give travellers the opportunity to source unique décor elements, exceptional 
African artefacts and jewellery, the most sought after contemporary African art, and more – in a beautiful 
contemporary setting.

Fitness centre
Fully equipped fitness centres are available for 
guests’ convenience at Singita Castleton, Boulders 
and Ebony lodge. The facilities provide picturesque 
views of the bush, allowing guests to keep an eye on 
wildlife activity while working out.

Wellness
Singita’s wellness philosophy creates an environment 
for guests to shed the stresses of everyday life. 
Beautiful treatment rooms are available for healing 
massages. 

Yoga
Guided yoga is available across all lodges in Singita 
Sabi Sand. Yoga mats and instructional cards are also 
provided in each room if guests would like to do a 
self-guided practice. 

Swimming 
Each suite at Singita Boulders and Ebony lodge 
comes complete with a private plunge pool. There is 
also the idyllic swimming pool at the main lodge.

Singita Castleton has an expansive swimming 
pool with plenty of pool toys to choose from 
and welcoming loungers on the deck, guests can 
enjoy both fun-filled and relaxing days with an 
uninterrupted view of the watering hole and  
passing wildlife. 

Castleton activities
Additional activities only available at Castleton 
include a tennis court, yoga pavilion, boules court 
and trampoline. 

ON-SITE ACTIVITIES
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COMMUNITY & CONSERVATION

FOR FAMILIES

Singita’s Mini Game Rangers’ Course

Singita’s Mini Game Rangers’ Course is a specially 
crafted, fun-filled course that teaches young explorers 
everything from outdoor survival and animal tracking 
skills to more about the wonders of astronomy and the 
secrets of tree and bird identification.

Other activities

Other activities include cooking interactions, board 
games, stargazing, bush walks (minimum age 16), 
arts & crafts, movies and swimming as well as activity 
booklets with a variety of games, quizzes, and puzzles. 

In the interest of safety, children may participate 
in game drives and bush walks at the discretion 
of dedicated Field Guides. The lodge also offers 
childminding services. 

Anti-poaching Canine Unit

Guests have the opportunity to visit the canine unit based in Singita Sabi Sand and meet with one of the senior 
dog handlers. The dogs are highly trained and able to perform multiple functions, from pursuing intruders to 
sniffing out rhino horn and ammunition from vehicles and bags.

Watch the dogs use their skills to track through the bush as part of routine exercises. This experience is always 
subject to live operations and training schedules and may change at any time.

Donation of ZAR 2,500 per person


